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Tomi Simatupang's eclectic and inspiring career started at age 11 when he had to leave his native 
mystic home of Jogjakarta, Indonesia (“which was still quiet then, you could hear the bamboo”),  
and uproot himself to the sheltered German city of Detmold. Leaving the gamelan-soaked landscape
of his birth to become “one of four Indonesians” in the spiritual heartland of the Teutonic Germans 
burnt a bridge within him, and forced him to create a new identity for himself.

Small-town salvation was offered by way of his teenage music teacher, Jazz Drummer Douglas Sides, 
who had played under Lionel Hampton. He offered Tomi the suitable weapons in which to express 
his tenaciously fertile and creative mind. After stagnating in Jazz sessions and punk bands in Den 
Hague, he finally relocated to Berlin in 2001 to be adopted with warm arms by the strong Berlin 
international songwriter community. 

Without exception, any musician from any discipline who comes to Berlin to hone their craft, is 
subject to an archetypal “rock 'n roll” period . Tomi was no omission, learning flagrant noise and 
onstage swagger from being intimately involved with the music of the exceptional Fancie (Elisabeth
Wood) among others.

With his never-ending inquisitive nature, Tomi turned his bad luck and Visa issues whilst on tour in 
America into a plus by becoming friendly with the Chicago avant-jazzers Bablicon. With their 
assistance, the third and final part of his maturity evolved and he was able to cast off all 
assumptions of what other people expected him to be; he was now free to confront the ghosts of his 
past.

 Tomi made a brief appearance back in Berlin in 2007 to witness his spectacular part in the Antifolk 
movie Berlinsong by Uli M. Schueppel, (who made Nihil with Einstürzende Neubauten and Road To God 
Knows Where with Nick Cave) at the Berlinale, before taking a sabbatical to work, learn and play in 
Indonesia with his famous film actor father, Landung Simatupang. There he collaborated and learned from  
Javanese musician and master puppeteer Slamet Gundono and Agustinus Surono.

The result of this was Tomi's “Genjermania” project which was the first public work into the history
of the “Genjer Genjer” song; a beautiful, simple proletariat folk tune which became an incitory 
flame for the CIA backed thugs who ruthlessly murdered any innocents who dared to whistle the 
revolutionary tune. The gravity of this project was felt as it received international media coverage from 
CNN Indonesia to The Hague's International People's Tribunal and Deutsche Welle Radio.

The more recent parts of Tomi's life show his dedication to technique, his relentlessly buzzing mind 
and the rubbery flexibility of his style: his study of Harry Partch's music and book “Genesis Of a 
Music” lead to him unfretting his guitar and  creating his own mathematically inspired 
compositional language called “Arithmotonality”, studying “Just Intonation” and electronic 
composition under Marc Sabat at UDK Berlin; studying contemporary Gamelan with pioneer Paul 
Gutama Soegijo; to incredibly funky and frequent sessions with JJ Whitefield of Stones Throw and 
Now Again records in what is now a regular collaboration.

All of these life experiences bare themselves boldly in Tomi Simatupang's latest work, which could 
be described as the exciting summation of an extraordinary talent's unpredictable life: Jabitudu 
Persilasi!
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